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TX:  20.05.10 - Young Carers

PRESENTER:  WINIFRED ROBINSON


ROBINSON
Should teachers be doing more to help pupils who have to care for relatives at home or do teachers already have enough to do?  Well I ask because two charities who look out for the UK's young carers think that teachers should play a more active role in supporting them.  We'll be hearing the arguments in a minute and a response from one of the teaching unions.  First though let's hear from Lorraine Digance, she has chronic fatigue syndrome and her eight-year-old daughter helps to care for her.

DIGANCE
My daughter helps me out with some personal care and she also helps me out with some household tasks as well.  She's also fantastic because she helps support me in looking after her brother who has Asperger's Syndrome, he's 12.

ROBINSON
When you say some aspects of personal care what kind of things does she have to do for you?

DIGANCE
Things like if I'm in the bath there's parts of my body that my muscles just can't enable me to reach, so things like the back of my head or the back of my body or sort of bending forwards and stuff, that's a problem and things like washing hair and brushing hair.

ROBINSON
How would you say that caring for you affects the rest of your daughter's life?

DIGANCE
It affects probably every portion of her life and it's not to say - I have to stress here - it's not all doom or gloom or anything, you know she does have fun as well but it's more challenging trying to make sure that the lighter side of life is balanced with some of the responsibilities of life.  And I guess where the difference is all kids generally speaking in most households are expected to do some chores around the house, I, just from my own upbringing from when I was her age before my dad got ill and I ended up being a young carer, where my daughter is more involved is that it's not really a choice, it's not a necessity for most kids to help out in the way that she helps  me out.  And most children, when they go to school, they don't spend a portion of the day or all of the day worrying about what's happening with their mum or dad at home, whereas that's a very real thing with my daughter.  And she spends time at school sort of worrying have I collapsed at home, have I gone through a period where I've had an episode of paralysis, things like if the class are kept in for a detention or something she's worried about me waiting outside the school because she knows I can't stand for very long.  I'm in a very horrendous position as a parent where my child is worrying about me when I know it should be the other way round and there shouldn't really be that concern there because she is only eight.  And the situation last week is that she'd had a bit of a difficult situation with some of her friends at school and they gave her some feedback that she's quite moody.  Now I'm not to say that she's perfect and she's certainly not an angel but when we talked about it a lot of the time she is preoccupied, so what maybe coming across as moodiness to some of the other children is simply the fact that she's actually got a lot on her mind.  And they're not things that most of her contemporaries have on their mind.

ROBINSON
Do you think children have ever been unkind to your daughter because they know she's a carer?

DIGANCE
In some ways it's a bit more subtle than that, it's not like anybody has ever come out and said - Oh you're a carer, you know, da da da da... - and been really nasty to her, it's more subtle than that, it's about being excluded.  So that's tricky.  Where it is different is that she and my son have both faced comments about things like - I'm different - so because I use a walking stick, because sometimes I'm in a wheelchair, because I've gained weight since I've been ill, they're all things that other people comment on.

ROBINSON
Lorraine Digance.  Well John Bangs is from the biggest teaching union, the NUT, and Danni Manzi is from the Princess Royal Trust for Carers.  Danni, what is it then that you think teachers should do?

MANZI
Well what we've done is we've launched an online resource which is available to download for free at carers.org which is really to enable teachers and staff in schools to identify and support young carers more effectively and it gives lots of practical guidance and advice.

ROBINSON
Give us some examples.

MANZI
Well there's - there's some models of working, so different things that they can use, such as a template for a young carers policy, which would really represent to young carers and families that their views and their needs are taken very seriously.  And there's lots of emphasis really on joined up working, particularly with specialist services who might be able to help young carers, such as local young carers services.

ROBINSON
John Bangs, is this a job that teachers are willing to take on would you say?

BANGS
I think it's a good question.  First of all, I just want to say that it's a very important survey and it sheds a spotlight on something which very many people, as well as teachers, are probably unaware of.  The thing that really struck me about this survey was that 39% of young carers said that they hadn't told teachers in their school of their responsibilities.  Now actually maybe the onus shouldn't be on young carers to tell teachers, there's something in the system which is not providing information to teachers.  And I think your question about should teachers do more, maybe should be rephrased into should teachers be aware more and that's why I think that the - that Danni and the trust have actually done a good job in providing a useful framework.  So I think it's about awareness but I think there's a big question mark over the children's services system as well.

ROBINSON
Danni Manzi, let's talk then about that survey that John Bangs has just mentioned.  Tell us what you did and what you found.

MANZI
We launched an online survey, also available offline but predominantly online to 700 young carers across the UK.  They were aged between six to 18.  We did it in partnership with the Children's Society.  And what we found was statistics which really made for some quite grim reading, so like John said, nearly half - 39% - of the young carers questioned said there wasn't a single teacher at their school who knew they were a young carer.  And then there was more than two out of three young carers who claimed they were being bullied at school and a total of 70% agreed with the statement that said that being a young carer was making their life more difficult.  So I think that the statistics, whilst we had anecdotal evidence, really made up for some very astonishing news really.

ROBINSON
John Bangs, you said that you're willing to accept that teachers should be more aware and then you're suggesting that children's services are perhaps falling down somewhere, so what is it that you're saying that this is really a job for children's services rather than for teachers supporting children who are carers?

BANGS
Well despite the great focus of the previous government on children's services we don't have joined up or indeed efficient operations in very many local authorities.  And by that I mean a head teacher still can't pick the phone up to someone in children's services who they know can give them a. information and b. act.  For instance you might want to know whether social services have been involved with the - with the child, you need someone - a direct point of contact.  I'm not arguing, incidentally, that social services should be intervening amongst all young carers but there may well be some social service contact there.  I also think there's an issue about what can be provided by the local authority that the head teacher could point that young carer to or their parents or their mother or their father who's got an illness to say look why don't you try this or why don't you try that.  We still don't have those kind of efficient lines of communication.

ROBINSON
The charities are offering, aren't they, as we've just heard, this free online resource for teachers to use, will they use it do you think?

BANGS
Well I think it's about focus, I mean the NUT is - we'd be delighted to support the framework and the advice that the trust has actually put out.  But I also think it's about putting some meat on the bones, in a sense, of the survey and the framework and that's saying what do local authorities do, what can they put together as a way of saying there's some services locally that can support them.  I mean if a young carer is out there doing all the shopping all the time and actually involved - and their evenings are occupied with helping their parents what kind of leisure opportunities or outside activities could be available to them in that context or indeed what kind of support for the parents in the home could be there.  So it's got to be local as well as the general advice that's come out.

ROBINSON
Danni Manzi, I think it's fair to say this is a problem that most of us were unaware until fairly recently, how extensive are services?

MANZI
Well there is a young carers service in almost every area of the UK.  But I echo really what John was saying in terms of the situation we find ourselves in is that many of these families where there's long term illness or disability unfortunately aren't meeting the thresholds for social care ...

BANGS
Exactly.

MANZI
... for statutory support and so what's happening is that they're going unsupported and their parents are having to rely on their children to care and then hand in hand with that you have a children's services that unfortunately aren't getting to young carers early enough and it's not until their caring role is causing damage to their well being and that is reflected in maybe not getting to school on time or at all and not achieving in terms of grades, that's two examples in school.  And I think what John  said is exactly true and that's what we're working with - to try and get services to think about joining up together around the needs of the whole family.  And our pack, our resource, is really not supposed to take teachers away from teaching, it's supposed to help them to support their teaching and to reduce their workload in terms of doing things from scratch.  So it is about awareness raising but then it's about getting services in schools to join up around the needs of the family.

ROBINSON
Danni Manzi, John Bangs, thank you.




